MEMBERS' DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

SURNAME: JAHIER
FORENAME: WCA

I, the undersigned, in full knowledge of the Staff Regulations and the Code of Conduct for Members of the European Economic and Social Committee (the Committee), declare that:

1) I was nominated by the following organisation:

   ACLI - ASSOCIAZIONI CIVILI E CIVILI

2) I carry out the following remunerated functions or activities:

   a) GIORNATA E CONFERENZE FREE TRADE
   b) CONSILIO AFFARI EUROPEI ORGANIZZAZIONI I.R.L. SEITORE
   c) MEMBRO COMITATO SOCCORSO BANCA PRESSURA
   d) 

   Date: 28.02.2018

   Signature: [Signature]

STATEMENTS INCLUDED IN THIS DECLARATION ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MEMBER SIGNING

THE COMMITTEE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF THIS DECLARATION OR FOR ANY POSSIBLE LACK OF VERACITY OR ACCURACY IN THE INFORMATION PROVIDED

THE MEMBER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO UPDATE THIS INFORMATION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IN THE EVENT OF ANY CHANGES TO THE INFORMATION OR TO THEIR CIRCUMSTANCES

THIS DECLARATION WILL BE PUBLISHED ON THE COMMITTEE'S WEBSITE

TO BE RETURNED TO: nominations-eesc@eesc.europa.eu

THE SIGNED ORIGINAL SHOULD BE RETURNED TO:

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Registry - Office JDE 4027
Rue Belliard/Belliardstraat 99-101
B - 1047 BRUXELLES/BRUSSEL

1 The Members' Statute of the European Economic and Social Committee, Chap. III, Art. 5a.
2 Code of Conduct for Members of the European Economic and Social Committee, Art. 5(3)